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Abstract: The demand on fast and high-bandwidth data transmission is in continuous increase. These
demands are highly dependent on optical signal manipulation, including switching, modulation, and
routing. We demonstrate a two-port silicon optical router based on the multimode interferometer
(MMI) configuration. The same MMI structure was used for both inward and backward waveguiding
to reduce the total length of the device. A phase shifter consisting of two ring-like waveguides made
of silicon p-n junctions was used to introduce the phase shift needed for optical routing upon voltage
application. Two designs for the MMI optical router were studied: Firstly, a conventional MMI with
a crosstalk ratio of 15.1 dB was investigated. Finally, an angled MMI reaching a crosstalk ratio of
18.2 dB at a wavelength of 1.55 µm was investigated.

Keywords: optical router; multimode interference; silicon on insulator; FDTD; FDE; silicon p-n
junction phase shifter; crosstalk

1. Introduction

Optical routing and switching are essential functions in optical networking systems.
The main applications of optical routing are manifested in the wavelength-division mul-
tiplexing and demultiplexing in optical networks. The growing demand for ultrafast
optical communication devices backed by the increased requirements for higher internet
bandwidths is creating the need for faster and lower-power-consumption routing mecha-
nisms [1]. Thereby, extensive research to develop high-performance optical switching and
routing is of increasing interest. These requirements cannot be fulfilled without the all-
optical processing of data traffic, since optical–electronic–optical signal conversion presents
as a limiting parameter to the network switching speed and consequently to the offered
bandwidth. As for the data transfer medium, optical fibers serve as a high-speed optical
medium or waveguide for data transmission, while data processing and traffic switching
are associated with the optical nodes linking different optical network components.

Integrated optical components and photonic circuits are the dominant implemented
technologies used in the design of optical nodes [2]. Optical routers and multiplexers
show high potential for transferring data between optical nodes with speeds matching
the high-speed data transmission through optical fibers. Optical routers and splitters [3]
based on integrated optical devices are usually based on photonic components such as
multimode interferometers (MMIs) [4–6], Mach Zender interferometers [7,8], directional
couplers [9,10], and ring resonators [11,12].

In particular, MMIs have shown their success in different applications due to their abil-
ity to control and manipulate different wavelengths/frequencies of light, while their fabri-
cation and performance can be readily controlled [13]. Thus, MMIs have been incorporated
in the design and structure of photonic devices for different applications such as power
dividers and combiners [14], biosensors [15,16], multiplexers [17], optical switches [18],
thermo-optic switches [19], and wavelength filters [20]. Moreover, angled MMI structures
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with improved coupling ratios and higher fabrication tolerances [21] have been used for
gas sensing [22] and multiplexing [23] applications.

State-of-the-art optical multiplexers that used arrayed waveguide grating-based
MMIs [24] showed crosstalk values of 12.7 dB, and an insertion loss of 1 dB. Improved
crosstalk values of 22 dB were reported for Bragg reflector-based multiplexers [25], with an
insertion loss of 1.65 dB. Moreover, a crosstalk of 23.35 dB with an insertion loss of 0.82 was
achieved using a multimode wavelength demultiplexer [26], all at the 1.55 µm wavelength.

Hereby, we demonstrate a low-crosstalk and low-insertion-loss optical router device
based on the MMI properties of self-imaging, in addition to a phase shifter connected to the
MMI to form a feedback loop. The MMI section of the device acts as the forward as well
as the backward waveguide for the multimode signal. Moreover, the SOI optical router is
fully CMOS compatible. Firstly, we present a conventional MMI design with a crosstalk
value of 15.1 dB. Furthermore, we present a more-advanced angled MMI design with a
lower crosstalk that reaches 18.2 dB.

2. Device Structure

The MMI router consists of three main parts: firstly, the input and output ports;
secondly, the MMI, supporting multimode propagation to deliver the signal to the third
part of the device, which is the feedback loop. A Y-junction component was used to split
the electromagnetic signal into the two paths of the feedback loop. The basic concept in
our device operation is to use the same MMI region for both the forward and backward
propagation directions of the electromagnetic wave to reduce the total device length.
Meanwhile, the routing mechanism is based on phase shifting, introduced by means of
applying voltage on the silicon p-n junction region of the feedback loop.

Two different MMI-based routers were designed and simulated at the 1.55 µm wave-
length. The first design (Figure 1) uses conventional MMI, which is feasible to fabricate with
low fabrication tolerance, while the second design is an angled MMI (AMMI), characterized
by its lower insertion loss and less crosstalk, as will be discussed further. The insets to
Figure 1 show the input tapered port and the magnified Y-junction with its corrugated
boundaries, optimized to minimize the insertion losses. The region in the blue-dotted box
in the upper ring contains the part of the ring that introduces the phase difference between
the two rings using the applied voltage.
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3. Simulation Methods

The router device was designed and its parameters and dimensions were studied using
3D FDTD computational methods through a commercially available 3D electromagnetic
simulator [27]. In addition, a particle-swarm algorithm was implemented for studying
and optimizing the Y-junction splitting ratio [28]. The input tapered Port A was excited
using a transverse electric (TE) sign centered at the 1.55 mm wavelength. A mesh size of
50 nm was suitable to provide high-resolution results with reasonable computational time
and memory requirements. Sixteen perfectly matched layers were used for the boundary
condition of our simulation window to ensure no reflections to our simulation region. The
refractive index profiles of the Si rib waveguide and SiO2 cladding oxide were adopted
from [29].

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. The Conventional MMI Design

Signal propagation and higher-mode excitation are strongly dependent on the MMI
waveguide length. The length of the MMI was optimized to ensure conditions for both
the symmetric single self-image (forward) and the paired self-image (backward). While
the optical signal is propagating in the forward direction, it encounters the MMI as a 1 × 1
MMI with a length of 2 LFS (forward single-image length). However, in the backward
direction, the optical signal encounters the MMI as a 2 × 2 MMI with a length of 3 LBP
(backward paired-image length). The MMI region has a width of WMMI = 6 µm, and a
length of LMMI = 127.5 µm. We reported initial work on the theory of the proposed device
in [30].

The MMI waveguide was symmetrically excited in the forward direction (Port A),
giving a single symmetrical image at the output port (Port B). This signal was then split
into two equal halves using a Y-junction. Each half was guided in a single-mode ring-like
waveguide to be coupled to the MMI as a feedback source at the paired excitation positions
at y = ± WMMI/6 (Ports 3 and 4). According to the phase shift between the two rings, the
signal can be routed to one of the output ports (Port 1 or Port 2), as shown in Figure 2
(Binary Router), or can be divided between the two output ports based on the introduced
phase shift not equal to −90◦ or 90◦ (Tunable Power-Transmittance Coupler).
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For the general case, we can study the variation in transmitted power between the
two ports as a function of the phase shift between the two rings. Simulation sweeps were
performed using varFDTD methods to study the effect of the phase shift on the output
power for both ports. The simulation results show that the transmitted power of the ports
changed in an alternating cos(2φ) [2] pattern, where φ is the phase difference between
the two feedback sources. The transmitted power switched to Port 1 when the phase
shift between the two rings was around −90◦, and then switched back to Port 2 when the
phase shift was around 90◦. The results show the switch between the two outputs as the
phase shift changes between the upper and the bottom rings, with 15.14 dB crosstalk in the
monitored value of the output Port 1.

4.1.1. The Input/Output Taper and MMI Length/Width Dimensions’ Optimization

Linear tapers were used at both the input and output ports to minimize the MMI loss
and were studied using a commercial waveguide simulator based on the Finite-Difference
Eigenmode, “FDE” [31]. It was found that the power losses after passing through the MMI
core decreased as we increased the width of the input taper. The taper width at the base
of the MMI is about 1.1 µm; this resulted in an optimization of taper transmission with
its width. The taper width matches the MMI width without overlapping with the other
adjacent ports. The highest measured transmission was found at a length of 127.5 µm and
a width of 6.03 µm.

4.1.2. Losses and Crosstalk Variation with Wavelength

The losses in the whole structure were studied by placing monitors at different posi-
tions. We conducted a power budget analysis of the structure, where the power was traced
from the entrance at Port A until it split back to Ports 1 and 2. The results show that the
losses in the Y-junction and the rings are about 0.034 and 0.03 in ratio, respectively. Figure 3
shows the variation in the transmission at Port 1 and Port 2 outputs with different spans of
wavelength.
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The 3D distribution of the |E| is shown in Figure 4. The structure design is dispersive,
and the power output value depends on the operating wavelength.
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4.2. The Angled MMI Design

The coherence of the tapered waveguide was used to change the spot size and reduce
the optical losses, as shown in Figure 5. The width limitation in the structure forces the
tapered base width not to exceed 1.1 µm. Increasing the tapered waveguide width to a
suitable width would achieve high coupling efficiency in the cross-section boundary, and
as a result, reduce the losses in the MMI [32]. We can achieve about 95% of the MMI output
power by setting the ratio between the tapered base width and the MMI width (Wt/WMMI)
to above 0.35 [33].
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To improve the performance of the design with respect to the crosstalk between the
two ports and to avoid issues due to space limitation in our structure, we replaced the
paired excitation ports with angled ports and increased the tapers’ width for the inputs and
outputs to Wt = 2.1 µm, while the length of the taper was Lt = 25 µm. The angle between the
ports and the MMI at the input was optimized at an angle of 80◦, as shown in Figure 5, with
the MMI optimized length being 127.1 µm (decreased length compared to conventional
MMI design). The device performance was enhanced significantly, as shown in Figure 6.
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in the ON state.

The Paired Excitation of the Structure

The proposed MMI structure can be used as a modulator when excited by one of the
angled ports. Paired excitation of the MMI waveguide structure (Port 2) in the forward
direction gives two paired images at the output ports (Port 3 and Port 4) with a phase
difference equal to 90◦.

Each one of these two signals are then guided in a single-mode ring-like waveguide
and recombined using a Y-junction. The resulting signal in Port B is coupled to the MMI as
a feedback source in a symmetrical excitation. According to the phase shift between the
two rings, the signal can be modulated at the output port (Port A) based on the introduced
phase shift equal to 90◦ or −90◦, as shown in Figure 7a,b.
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phase difference.

For practical applications, phase shifters are used to cause the routing. Different
types of modulators can be used to cause the phase shift: one example is an optoelectronic
material that can be placed in the silicon waveguide, where its refractive index changes
with the applied voltage. A silicon-on-insulator free-carrier injection modulator is another
type of modulator that would be more effective [34]. This modulator can use a pn-diode
structure, as shown in Figure 8a, which is positioned around an optical rib waveguide;
the applied voltage causes a change in the depletion region width, which causes a change
in the effective refractive index, resulting in a phase shift. A three-radian phase shift was
achieved by applying a voltage equal to 7 volts for the 3.3 mm device. In simulations, the
phase shift is caused by changing the excess length of one ring based on the phase change
simulation results of the pn-diode waveguides.
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The routing is based on the carrier depletion effect [34] created in the feedback loop,
which is built of a p-n Si-diode phase shifter [35], as shown in Figure 9. The p-n Si-junction
waveguide has a width of 500 nm and a thickness of 220 nm, with n and p doping levels of
1.5 × 1017 cm−3 and 2.5 × 1017 cm−3, respectively.
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of the phase-shifter ring.

Applying a reverse voltage of 6 V across the pn-junction perturbs the spatial carrier
charge distribution, such that electrons and holes are drawn by the drain and source,
respectively, resulting in a widening of the depletion region, as observed in Figure 8; this
is calculated using a 3D charge transport simulator [36] utilizing the model in [37], which
explains the effect of changes in doping concentrations/the spatial carrier distribution on
the refractive index.

This change in the carrier distribution within the Si waveguide alters the modal
effective index and loss, as shown in Figure 10, calculated using a waveguide simu-
lator. The change in the effective index increases with the applied reverse voltage as
∆ne f f = nV

e f f − n0
e f f , where nV

e f f is the effective index at a V applied voltage, while n0
e f f is

the effective index at 0 applied voltage. Moreover, as the reverse voltage increases, carriers
are drawn out of the Si waveguide, resulting in a fewer number of free carriers to interact
with the Si effective mode, which lowers the modal losses of the waveguide. When the
reverse voltage is applied to only one of the feedback loops, there will be a phase difference
between the inputs at Ports 3 and 4. This phase difference is related to the effective index
change by

∆φ = βl =
2π

λ
ne f f l (1)

where β is the effective propagation constant, λ is the wavelength, and l is the length of the
feedback loop segment where the reverse voltage is applied.
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The phase change of the 2 mm phase shifter waveguide with the applied voltage was
calculated using a waveguide simulator [31]. As can be observed from Figure 11, the 180◦

phase shift is achieved for a reverse applied voltage around −1 V, which results in the
figure of merit Vπ lπ = 0.017 V.m. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that in the normal
situation without applying voltage on the upper ring structure, there is a π/2 phase shift
between the two rings.
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Table 1 shows state-of-the-art MMI routers’ performances as compared to our work.
Future work can include the fabrication of the device as well as studying the fabrication
tolerance effects on the performance of our modulator. Moreover, exploring nano-materials
exhibiting nonlinear optical effects [38], subwavelength structures [39], and phase-change
materials [40] can result in improved optical-switching performance. Other alternatives
may include using loop-terminated interferometers to improve the interaction of the optical
field with the changing-phase material region [41].
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Table 1. Comparison of this work with state-of-the-art MMI routers.

Work Crosstalk (dB) Insertion Loss (dB) Type of Study

This work 18.2 5 Simulation

Ref [24] 12.7 1 Simulation

Ref [25] 22 1.65 Simulation/Experimental

Ref [26] 23.35 0.82 Simulation

Ref [39] 20 0.84 Simulation

5. Conclusions

Two integrated SOI-based optical router designs were demonstrated and analyzed
using conventional MMI and angled MMI. Optical power in the MMI different ports was
controlled by changing the phase using an optical shifter. The proposed concept is simple
and can be utilized for routing, switching, and fast modulation with minimum changes.
Phase-shift effects between the two feedback sources on the transmitted power of the
output ports were studied using the varFDTD simulation method. Routing with a crosstalk
between the ports of 15.14 dB was achieved for the compact conventional MMI, while for
the angled MMI design, 18.2 dB of crosstalk was achieved. Measurements were taken at
the 1.55 µm telecom wavelength.
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